The Jacket

A subtle yet funky presentation
of a men’s blazer lapel
reconstructed into a bag.
Your bag may be suited with a
colorful, silk “handkerchief”
in the pocket or
randomly placed
buttons that
once decorated
the jacket.

Luxury

Upholstery fabric, like
cut and embossed velvet
and brocade, make their
way from the couch and
curtain to your bag!
Trimmed with colorful
fringe or
tassels, these
bags exude
luxury and
warmth!

This season’s

Funky Finds

I found a beautiful
collection of mid-century,
cut velvet, lace trimmed
pieces imported from Germany!
These table runners and
decorative mats that remain a
staple in the German décor
can become a novel addition
to your winter accessory
wardrobe!Act quickly
as they are of limited
quantity!

The Weekender

Available in two sizes,
this bag is incredibly roomy
and expandable for your
overnight needs. A zipper
closure will secure your
things so you can toss it over
your shoulder or in the car
without a care. Leaving you
loads of room for weekend fun.

The Diaper Bag
This “mom approved”,
vinyl lined bag can take you
from infanthood through
childhood, enduring
the weight of toys, clothes,
and mess! It includes two
elastic topped interior
pockets, a flat, outside
pocket, and a matching
zippered bag for toiletries or your personals.
Complete with a two snap
closure, long fabric snaps,
and gold or silver feet for
bottom protection, the
Diaper Bag can be made in
any available fabrics.

If any bag you see here, or on my website, is already sold please
contact me and I promise I will do my best to make one that suits
you…personally & perfectly.

Remember, testa bags are one of a kind! Each of my collections are
each filled with bags of a similar look, yet I design and create
each one differently so that YOU will be the only one with that bag!

After many requests, testa bags is adding a Diaper Bag and Weekend
Bag to its list of bag styles for this winter. You just don’t know
when you might need a testa bag for an overnight or as a baby gift!
The Ribbon Collection remains a top favorite (no surprise)
and I will gladly make one for you at your request.

Welcome to winter! This is a time of cool temperatures,
warm spaces, and fabulous, rich fabrics that make up this season’s
testa bags! I continue to use vintage fabrics and clothing, which
seem to embody what testa is about. To follow “suit”,
I have used vintage men’s blazers, velvet and brocade upholstery
fabrics, and vintage German table runners all adorned with
interesting trimming. Most bags are now lined in beautiful sleek
bengaline. I think this creates a refreshing, bright
environment for your “bagthings”.

Please visit www.testabags.com for an itemized
price list and current postings of new bags.

Your testa bag may have fabric straps or one
of several funky wooden handles.
Each bag has a strong snap closure. Bags stand on
either gold or silver feet to help protect the
bottom of your bag.

YOUR PICKS
Choose from one of the following bag styles:
(all dimensions vary slightly)
Envelope Bag: (10X7 in) Fun for early supper or
an afternoon lunch
Bucket Bag: Medium ( 12X9 ) Large (15X11)
The perfect fit-all bag!
Rectangular Tote: Small(11X5X9)
Large (14X6X12)
A structured bag with flexible sides.
Diaper Bag: (20X15) A roomy bag for all
of your baby needs.
The Weekender: Medium(20X15) Large(28X15)
The ideal shaped bag for your overnight or weekend
plans. Flexible, soft body, zipper closure, and l
ong fabric straps.

Vintage clothing, colorful fabrics,
and trimmings help me uniquely design and
handcraft each handbag to make yours
a one of a kind testa.
www.testabags.com

553 Old Long Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06903
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